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Abstract 

We study two sets of models: independent percolation models in half spaces 

Zd-l x Z+, and Ising/Potts models as well as the Fortuin-Kasteleyn (FK) random 

cluster models on branching planes T x Z, where Z is the one-dimensional lattice, 

Z+ = {O,l,2, ... } and T is a Bethe lattice. We prove that for independent per

colation in half spaces, the infinite clus~er is unique whenever it exists. For the 

Ising/Potts models on branching planes, there are (at least) two phase transitions; 

that is, there exist(s) a unique Gibbs state, tree-like nonunique Gibbs states or 

plane-like nonunique Gibbs states corresponding to high temperature, intermediate 

temperature or low temperature. In the low temperature plus phase, the plus infi

nite cluster is unique and it "traps" the space T x Z and prevents co-existence of 

the minus infinite cluster. For the FK random cluster models (which are dependent 

percolation models) on T x Z, the number of infinite (open) clusters may be zero, 

infinity or one depending on the value of p-the probability of each bond being open. 

This is an extension of Grimmett and Newman's results for independent percolation 

on T x Z. We also prove that both the independent percolation model and the FK 

random cluster models satisfy a finite island property when p is close to 1. 

Chapter 1 is an introduction. Chapter 2 contains the proof of the uniqueness 

theorem for independent percolation in half spaces. The proof utilizes only a large 

deviation estimate and translation invariance of the models along the hyperplane 

Zd-l x {O}. The Ising/Potts models and the FK random cluster models on the 

branching planes are studied in Chapter 3. The methods are to use the FK rep

resentation of Ising/Potts systems as dependent percolation models to carryover 
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Grimmett and Newman's results for independent percolation to the Ising/Potts 

models. However, in order to prove the plane-like behavior of the Ising/Potts mod

els, the corresponding results for independent percolation are not sufficient and this 

led us to investigate independent percolation again and prove a new finite island 

property. Chapters 2 and 3 are independent. Readers with basic knowledge of 

percolation and Ising models can omit chapter 1 and read chapters 2 and 3 directly. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Independent Percolation 

1.1.1 General results for percolation on d-dimensionallattices 

Consider the d-dimensionallattice Zd, where Z = { ... ,-1,0,1, ... } is the set of all 

integers and d ~ 2. We write x = (Xl' X2,"" Xd) for a site (point) in Zd, where Xi 

is the ith coordinate. The distance c5{x, y) between X and y is defined by 

d 

c5{x, y) = E IXi - yd· (1.1 ) 
i=l 

Two sites X and yare called nearest neighbors if c5(x,y) = 1. We turn Zd into a 

graph by adding bonds between all pairs X and y of nearest neighbors. We denote 

the bond b between x and y by (x,y). We will use Bd to denote the set of bonds in 

the graph. 

Next we introduce bond percolation on Zd. We declare each bond b of Bd to 

be open with probability p and closed with probability 1 - p, where 0 ~ p ~ 1. 

The status of each bond is independent to that of all other bonds. We will take 

n = {O,l}Dd as the sample space. A point in n is called a configuration and is 
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denoted by w = (w(b) : bE Bd) with w(b) = 0 or 1. The value w(b) = 0 corresponds 

to bond b being closed and w(b) = 1 corresponds to b being open. Let:F be the 

usual cr-algebra of subsets of n generated by the finite dimensional cylinders. The 

corresponding probability measure Pp , which depends on the parameter p, on (n, F), 

is then the Bernoulli product measure. 

A path of ld between two sites Xo and Xn is a sequence xo, bo, Xl, bI , ... , bn_1, Xn 

of sites Xi and bonds bi = (Xi' Xi+l)' A self-avoiding path is one in which any two 

sites Xi and xi are distinct if i =P j. A path is called open if all the bonds in it are 

open. Two sites X and y in Zd are said to be connected if there is an open path 

beginning at X and ending at y. Two sets A and B of sites of Zd are said to be 

connected if there is an open path joining some site in A to some site in Band 

we write this event as "A +----+ B". The maximal connected components in Zd are 

called open clusters. In this thesis when we mention a cluster we always mean an 

open cluster. We write C(x) for the duster containing site x. The size of C(x), 

denoted by IC(x)l, is defined to be the number of sites in C(x). An infinite cluster 

is a cluster which has size infinity. We also write X +---+ 00 to denote the event that 

C(x) is infinite. The quantity 

is independent of site x, and is called the percolation probabiilLY. It is easy to 

see that O(p) is a non-decreasing function of p, so there exists a critical probability 

Pc = Pc( d) such that 

O(p) {= 0 ~f p < Pc, 
> 0 If p > Pc' 

(1.2) 
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We may also define Pc by 

Pc = sup{p : ()(p) = O}. 

It was proved by Broadbent and Hammersley in 1957[BH] that 0 < Pc < 1 for d ~ 2. 

(The one dimensional nearest neighbor percolation model is a trivial one in which 

Pc = 1.) 

Let 1 be the event that there exists an infinite cluster, this event does not depend 

on the status of any finite collection of bonds, in other words, it is a tail event. So 

by the zero-one law, 

1( ) == P (1) = {O ~f P < Pc, 
P p 1 If P > Pc' 

(1.3) 

Figures 1 and 2 (pages 56 and 57) are sketches of the functions ()(p) and 1(p). They 

indicate that a phase transition occurs at Pc' 

We usually call the region where P < Pc the subcritical phase and the one where 

P > Pc the supercritical phase. 

In the subcritical phase, there is no infinite cluster almost surely. 

In the supercritical phase, the percolation probability ()(p) is positive and there 

is at least one infinite cluster almost surely. One interesting question to ask is if 

it is possible to have two or more infinite clusters. The answer to this question is 

negative, i.e., there is a unique infinite cluster almost surely. This was proved by 

Harris [Ha] for d = 2 and by Aizenman, Kesten and Newman [AKN] for d ~ 2 (see 

also [BK] and [GKN]). The uniqueness theorem is also valid for percolation on a 

half space Zd-l x Z+, where Z+ = {O, 1,2, ... }. This was proved by Kesten [Kl] and 

independently by Newman and Wu (see Chapter 2 below). Later improvements can 
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be found in [BGNj and [GKNj. 

The percolation model is not well understood near the critical probability Pc. 

Several interesting issues remain to be resolved. One among those is to consider the 

behavior of certain functions near Pc. For example, it is conjectured that ()(Pc) = 0 , 

and it is further believed that ()(p) behaves roughly like (p - Pc)f3 when p is above 

but near Pc. f3 is called the critical exponent of ()(p). This critical behavior (with 

f3 = 1) was proved recently for percolation on Zd with d sufficiently large by Rara 

and Slade [RSj and for percolation on T x Z by Wu [Wj, where T is a regular tree. 

1.1.2 Multiple Phase Transition for Percolation on T x Z 

Percolation on a Tree 

Let T be an infinite homogeneous tree with degree k + 1 (i.e., with each site having 

k + 1 neighbors), where k 2: 2. It is drawn in Figure 3 (page 58) for the case k = 2. 

A tree has two properties which the square lattice Zd does not have: 1) There is 

an unique path between any two sites in T. Because of this property, it is possible 

for distinct (infinite) clusters to not join together and become a single (infinite) 

cluster. This is why there are infinitely many infinite clusters in the supercritical 

phase for percolation on T (see the following proposition). 2) The volume of the n

ball, i.e., the number of sites within distance n from the origin, grows exponentially, 

while it grows only polynomially (like nd ) for Zd . This is one of the reasons why 

trees are sometimes called infinite dimensional. T is a translation invariant graph. 

A nominated site of T is called the origin and labeled by ¢ ( the empty word). 
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The distance bT(t}, t2) between two sites tl and t2 is defined to be the number 

of bonds in the unique path of T from tl to t 2. Sites adjacent to ¢ are labelled 

0,1,2, ... , k respectively, and sites having distance n (;::: 1) from the origin are 

labelled by 0:'10:'2" • O:'n where 0:'1 E {O, 1,2, ... ,k} and 0:'. E {I, 2, ... , k} for i ;::: 2. 

We mark out site "212" in Figure 3 as an illustration. 

Let T satisfy 0 < T < 1. We declare each bond in T to be open (respectively 

closed) with probability T (respectively 1 - T). We have the following standard 

proposition. 

Proposition 1.1: For percolation on a tree T with degree k + 1, where k ;::: 2, the 

following statements a7'e true: 

(a) the c7'itical probability Te = h 

(b) there is no infinite cluster almost surely when T ::; Te , and there are infinitely 

many infinite clusters almost surely when Te < T < 1. 

Proof: The proof of (a) is just a simple application of the extinction theorem 

in branching processes. See Section 8.1 of [GJ. 

The first part of (b) follows directly from the definition of Te (for the part where 

T < Te) and the proof of (a) (for the part where T = Te). We shall only prove the 

second part of (b). Let N be the number of infinite clusters, then for any T with 

o ::; T ::; 1 exactly one of PAN = 0) = 1, P'T(N = 1) = 1 and P'T(N = 00) = 1 is 

true (see [NSJ). Suppose T > Te , then by the proof of (a) 

P'T(there is an infinite cluster in B.) == p > 0 (1.4) 
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for i = 0,1,2, ... , k, where B j is the subgraph of T which is joined to the origin by 

the bond (cp, i). Notice that the events in (1.4) are independent for different i's, so 

Pr(N ~ 2) ~ Pr(the bond (cp,O) is closed and 

there is an infinite cluster both in Bo and B1 ) 

= (1 - r)p2 > 0 (1.5) 

which eliminates the possibilities Pr(N = 0) = 1 and Pr(N = 1) = 1. Hence 

Pr(N = 00) = 1. 0 

Percolation on T x Z 

The graph T x Z consists of the site set {(t, z) : t E T, z E Z}. It has two types 

of bonds, T-bonds between sites x = (t, z) and x' = (t', z) with 8T(t, t') = 1 and 

Z-bonds between sites x = (t, z) and x' = (t, z,) with Iz - z'l = 1. The distance 

DTxZ(X, x') between x = (t, z) and x' = (t', z,) is defined as DT(t, t') + Iz - z'l. Each 

"horizontal" layer of T x Z is a tree T and each "vertical" branch of T x Z is a plane 

Z2. Grimmett and Newman[GN] first studied independent percolation on T x Z and 

they proved that the model exhibits both tree-like and plane-like behavior and it 

has (at least) two phase transitions. 

Let r and A satisfy 0 < T, A < 1, and declare each T-bond (respectively Z-bond) 

to be open with probability r (respectively A) independently of the status of all 

other bonds. Let N be the number of infinite clusters. Then we have the diagram 

in Figure 4 (page 59)(at least for large k). 

It is also proved (see Chapter 3) that at least in the upper part of the "N = 
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1" region, the percolation model satisfies a "finite island" property; that is, after 

removing all sites in the (unique) infinite bond cluster, the components of sites left 

are all finite. This finite island property is also valid for the Fortuin-Kasteleyn 

random cluster model. 

1.2 Ising Models and Fortuin-Kasteleyn Random Cluster Models 

1.2.1 Multiple Phase Transition for Ising Models on T x Z 

Let L be either Zd or T or T x Z, and let A be a finite subset of sites in L. The 

ferromagnetic Ising model on A is described by the "spin" random variables {sx} xEA. 

Each Sx takes on the values ±1. The interaction between the spins (with external 

field h = 0) is described by the Hamiltonian 

in which the sum is over all nearest neighbor bonds (x, y) in A The couplings 

{Jx,y} are nonnegative (ferromagnetic) and translation invariant. The Gibbs state 

described by H is a probability measure on {-I, l}A defined by 

v~(w) = ~e-(3H(W) for any configuration w in {-1, l}A (1.7) 

where f indicates the free boundary condition-there is no restriction on the bound

ary of A, f3 is the inverse temperature and Z is the normalization constant. v~ is 

called the free boundary condition Gibbs state for the Ising model. (The free bound

ary condition Gibbs state for the Potts model can be similarly defined except where 

Sx may t.ake q values from 1,2, ... , q). If in (1.7) we make Sx = +1 (respectively 
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-1) for all x on the boundary of A, then the resulting Gibbs state is called the plus 

(respectively minus) boundary condition Gibbs state and will be denoted by vt (re

spectively vA"). VA has a limit v" as A -+ L, where * = j, +,or-( see, e.g.,[ACCN)). 

v" is called the (infinite volume) Gibbs state on L with * boundary condition. We 

use (.) .. to denote expectation with respect to the measure v". For given {Jo;,y} and 

fl, the Gibbs state is unique if and only if the states v+ and v- are identical ([LM] 

and [R]); furthermore, v+ =f:. v- if and only if the magnetizationM == (so;)+ > O. If 

we define flc = sup{fl : M = A}, then M = 0 and there is an unique Gibbs state 

when fl < flc; and M > 0 and there are more than one Gibbs states when f3 > flc. 

We say that the model has a phase transition at flc and call flc the critical value. It 

can be shown that 0 < flc < 00 (see (1.13) and (1.14) below). 

For the Ising model on T X Z, we allow two coupling parameters, one for T-bonds 

and the other for Z-bonds, i.e., 

Let 

and 

{ 
J if (x, y) is aT-bond 

Jo;,y = Jt
z 

'f ( ) . Z b d 1 x, Y IS a - on 

T = 1 - e-{lJ, 

>. = 1 - e-{lJ •. 

We shall use T and>' instead of Jt and Jz as the parameters which describe the 

interaction between two spins. 

The model we consider here is symmetric under the translation {so;} -+ {-sx}' 

Thus v+ (respectively v-) is transformed to v- (respectively v+) and vi is un

changed by this transformation, If v+ =f:. v- and vi is a mixture of v+ and V-, it 
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must be the symmetric mixture ~(v+ + v-). For Ising models on Zd, the decom

position of vI as a mixture of v+ and v- seems to be the case-at least, it has 

been proved for d = 2 [MM] (see also [Ru], [A] and [Hi] for related results) and for 

d > 2 at all low temperatures [GM], and at all but count ably many temperatures 

[L]. However, this decomposition of vI is definitely not valid on the tree T. To see 

this, consider {StStl}., the v*-covariance of St and St'. From (1.9) and (1.11) below, 

we have that 

(StSt l ) I = 1l~J((t +----+ t') 

< Pr (t +----+ i') 

which tends to zero as bT(t, t') --> 00. It follows that vI is not a mixture of v+and 

v- when nonuniqueness occurs, since 

for all t and t'. 

For Ising models on T x Z, it has been proved (see Chapter 3 below) that the 

model exhibits both tree-like and plane-like behaviors. We summarize the main 

results as follows: 

1. for small T and >., v+ = v- (and so there is an unique Gibbs state); 

2. for intermediate values of T and >., M > 0 ( so v+ ::/= v-) and {sxSy} I --> 0 as 

bTXZ(X,y) --> 00 (so v l ::/= Hv+ + v-)); 

3. for>. > 0 and T close to 1, M > 0, (sxsY}1 ~ t: > 0 and vI = Hv+ + v-). 
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For more detailed versions of these results as well as the results for Potts models, 

see Chapter 3 below. For T and>' in region 3, it is also proved that the plus infinite 

cluster and the minus infinite cluster can not co-exist. This is so because in the plus 

(respectively minus) phase, there exists almost surely an unique plus (respectively 

minus) infinite cluster which "traps" T x Z and prevents the existence of a minus 

(respectively plus) infinite cluster. This trapping property is guaranteed by a finite 

island property of the Fortuin-Kasteleyn random cluster model (see Section 1.2.2 

and Lemma 3.12). 

1.2.2 Fortuin-Kasteleyn Random Cluster Models 

Two decades ago, Fortuin and Kasteleyn [FK, KFJ discovered an useful relation 

between Ising models and percolation (see also [ACCND. Recently, Swendsen and 

Wang [SVlJ exploited this relation to devise an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm for 

Ising/Potts models, which proceeds by alternate updates of spin and bond variables. 

Edwards and Sokal [ES](see also [N]) further emphasized this relation by introducing 

a joint probability distribution of bond and spin variables, which has the properties 

that the marginal distribution of the spin (respectively bond) is the Ising/Potts 

model (respectively Fortuin-Kasteleyn random cluster model) and the conditional 

distributions of one set of variables, given the other, have a very simple form. 

In this section, we will first give a direct definition of the Fortuin- Kasteleyn 

random cluster model (or simply FK model), which is a dependent percolation 

model, and point out how various Ising/Potts quantities can be expressed in terms 

of the FK model, then we will summarize the multiple phase transition results for 
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the FK model on T x Z, and finally we will introduce the representation by Swendsen 

and Wang as well as Edwards and Sokal. 

Let L be either Zd or T x Z and let A be a finite subset of sites in L. We write 

BA for the set of nearest neighbor bonds between the sites of A, and {D, l}Bh for the 

configuration space of BA • Then the free boundary condition FK model is defined 

by the probability measure 

where q is a real positive number, {n} is a configuration in {D, 1 }Bh, C( {n}) is the 

number of clusters (including one-site clusters), Pb is (for q = 1) the probability that 

bond b is open (i.e. 71b = 1) and ZFK is the normalization constant. The FK model 

with "wired" boundary condition, denoted by JlFK,q,{Pb},A' can be defined similarly 

to (1.8) except that C( {n}) is determined by regarding all the sites in L - A, as well 

as those sites in A which are connected to L - A by an open path, as connected. 

The limit of JlFI(,q,{Pb},A as A/' L exists [ACCNj and will be denoted by JlFK,q,{Pb}' 

where * = f or w. Sometimes we will just write JlFK for JlFK,q,{Pb}. There exists a 

close relation between JlFK (* = f or w) and the Ising Gibbs state v· (* = f or +). 

For example, we have that 

(1.9) 

and 

(LID) 

where the Ising Gibbs states on the left-hand sides have parameters f3 and {Jb} with 

Pb = 1 - e-{3Jb. Similar formulas are valid for Potts models. 
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It is clear that the FK model with q = 1 is just the independent percolation 

model. For q ~ 1, IlFJ( has the following useful domination relations (see [F] and 

[ACCND 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

where "!::" is in the FKG sense, i.e., III !:: 112 if and only if Ill(A) ~ 1l2(A) for every 

increasing event A. 

Inequalities (1.11) and (1.12) together imply that a phase transition occurs for 

every real q ~ 1 if and only if it occurs for some q ~ 1. By taking the special q to be 

1, one can thus reduce the occurrence of phase transition for the Ising/Potts model 

to the occurrence of phase transition for independent percolation. For instance, let 

Pb == P for the FK model and Jb == J for the Ising/Potts model, write ,Bg(L) for the 

critical value of the Ising/Potts model on L (q = 2 corresponds to the Ising model), 

pg(L) for the critical value of the FK model on Land Pc(L) for the critical value of 

independent percolation on L. Then ,Bg(L) can be expressed as 

1 
,B%(L) = -j In(l - p~(L)), (1.13) 

and (1.11) and (1.12) imply that 

(1.14) 

Like the Ising/Potts model and independent percolation on T x Z, the FK model 

on T x Z also exhibits a multiple phase transition. We summarize the main results as 
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follows. Again we allow two parameters, one for T-bonds and the other for Z-bonds, 

i.e., 

{ 

T if b is aT-bond 
Pb = A if b is a Z-bond 

Let N be the number of infinite clusters. Then we have the following results (see 

Figure 5 (page 60)) 

• In region I, N = 0 almost surely and Jlp'J((x ~ y) ~ 0 as c5TxZ (x, y) ~ 00. 

• In region II, N = 00 almost surely and Jl'h«x ~ y) ~ 0 as c5TxZ (x, y) ~ 00. 

• In region III, JlpJ«(x +---4 y) ~ f > 0 for any x, yin T x Z. 

• In region IV, N = 1 almost surely and the FK model satisfies the finite island 

property, and JlpJ«(x +---4 y) ~ f> 0 for any X,y in T x Z. 

We remark that it is natural to conjecture that region IV should extend all the 

way down to region II; i.e., N should also be 1 almost surely in region III; however 

this has not been proved. 

Now we will turn to introduce the representation by Swendsen and Wang as 

well as Edwards and Sokal. Let {ndbEBh be a set of Li.d random variables taking 

values 1 or 0, the probability that nb = 1, which indicates bond b open, is Pb; let 

{sx}xEA be another set of i.i.d random variables taking values from 1,2, ... , q, the 

distribution of Sx is assumed to be symmetric, i.e., the probability that Sx = i, which 

can be thought of as site x having color i (i = 1,2, ... ,q), is~. {nb} and {sx} are 

independent. Define a dependent joint distribution of those two sets of variables by 

introducing the condition that the sites at the endpoints of each open bond must 
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have the same color. Alternately, the joint distribution is defined by 

({ } { }) 
_ { 0, if for some b = (x, y), nb = 1 but Sx =1= Sy 

JlSWES nb, Sx - 1 (11 )(11 (1 )) th . 
ZSWES b:nb=l Pb b:nb=O - Pb ,0 erWlse 

It is not hard to verify the following properties of JlSWES: 

i. The marginal distribution on {nb} is precisely Jl}K,A, the FK model with free 

boundary condition. 

2. The marginal distribution on {sx} is precisely vi, the Ising /Potts model with 

free boundary condition. 

3. The conditional distribution of {nd given {sx} is as follows: independently 

for each bond b = (x, y), one sets nb = 0 in case Sx =1= Sy, and sets nb = 0, 1 

with probability 1 - Pb, Pb, respectively, in case Sx = Sy. 

4. The conditional distribution of {sx} given {nb} is as follows: independently 

for each open cluster, one sets all the spins Sx in the cluster to the same value, 

chosen equally likely from the set {I, 2, ... , q}. 

From these properties, the Ising/Potts model (with free boundary condition and 

zero external field) can be constructed by the following procedure: first construct 

the FK model with distribution Jl~K' then independently for each resulting cluster 

assign all sites in the cluster to be i, i = 1,2, ... , q, with probability 1. The case 
q 

of q = 2 is the Ising model. Clearly we can also construct the FK model given an 

Ising/Potts model. 

The above argument can be easily modified to end up with the other boundary 
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conditions. An application of this kind of construction of Ising/Potts model can be 

found in the proof of proposition(3.5) of Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 2 

Uniqueness of the Infinite Cluster for Percolation in Half Spaces 

2.1 Introduction 

The uniqueness of the infinite cluster for percolation on Zd, d ~ 2, was first proved 

by Aizenman, Kesten and Newman [AKN]. They first established the equivalence 

of uniqueness of the infinite cluster, continuity of the connectivity functions and 

continuous differentiability of the mean number of clusters per site as a function of 

p. They then proved the uniqueness theorem by showing that the mean number of 

clusters per site is differentiable. Later, Gandolfi, Grimmett and Russo [GGR] sim

plified the proof by showing directly that the probability of the event that a given 

site belongs to the boundaries of two or more distinct infinite clusters is zero. The 

simplified proof utilizes only a large deviation estimate. In this chapter, we modify 

the argument of [GGR] and prove the uniqueness of the infinite cluster for indepen

dent percolation in half spaces Zd-l x Z+, where d ~ 2 and Z+ = {O, 1,2, ... }. This 

result was obtained in early 1988 but we stopped writing it up for publication when 

we received a preprint of Kesten [K1] which contains a similar result. Later, similar 

results also appeared in [BGN] and [GKN]. For convenience we treat in the next 
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section the case of site percolation; similar arguments apply to bond percolation. 

2.2 The Result 

Consider standard nearest neighbor Bernoulli site percolation on Zd-l x Z+, where 

d 2: 2 and Z+ = {O, 1,2, ... }. Let each site be occupied (respectively vacant) with 

probability p (respectively 1 - p) and denote the corresponding product measure 

on n = {O, l}Zd-1 xZ+, the configuration space of occupied and vacant sites, by Pp• 

Denote a point in n by w. A path on Zd-l X Z+ is a sequence (Xl' X2, ••• ) of distinct 

sites in Zd-l X Z+ with the property that Xj and Xj are adjacent if and only if 

Ii - jl = 1. A path is called occupied if all its sites are occupied. We say that two 

sets of sites A and B are connected if there exists an occupied path from some site in 

A to some site in B, and we use the notation A ~ B for this event. An occupied 

cluster, or simply cluster, is a maximal connected occupied set of sites. We usually 

use C to denote a cluster and use C(x) to denote the cluster which contains site x. 

C(x) is empty if x is vacant. 

Let I be the event that there exists an infinite occupied cluster. I is independent 

of the status of any finite collection of sites, i.e., I is a tail-event. By the zero-one 

law Pp(I) = 0 or 1. We state the main result as a theorem 

Theorem 2.1: If p is such that Pp(I) = 1, then 

Pp( there exists exactly one infinite occupied cluster) = 1. 

Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem, we introduce the following lemma. 
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Let J be the event that the origin belongs to the bouudaries of two or more distinct 

infinite occupied clusters. 

Lemma 2.2: If Pp(J) = 0, then 

Pp(there e:cists more than one infinite occupied clusters) = 0 (2.1) 

Proof: Suppose the probability in (2.1) were positivej then there would exist 

two sites x and y in Zd-l x Z+ such that the probability of the event that x and y 

belong to distinct infinite occupied clusters is positive. Denote this event by Ax,y' 

We can choose a finite subset of Zd-l x Z+ , say A , which contains x, y and the 

origin. We define a mapping ¢> : n ---:, n in the following way. If w rt. Ax,y, then 

¢>(w) = Wj otherwise, ¢>(w) is obtained by changing W in A so that the origin belongs 

to the boundaries of two or more infinite occupied clusters. So 

On the other hand, by the finite energy property of Pp (see [NS] and also [BK]) 

which implies 

a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 

In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show Pp( J) = O. We first intro

duce some notation. We denote 



B == B(n) = [-n, n]d-1 x [0, n], 

8B == 8B(n) = B(n) - B(n - 1), 

8 == 8(n) = [-n, n]d-1 x {O}, 

81 == 81(n) = [-n, n]d-1 X [0,1] 

where [1, m] is the set of integers from 1 to m, and 

We also define 

W _ W(n) 

= {all clusters in B which intersect 8B} 

= {C c B: C f---> 8B}. 

F = ucel-dC n 8}, 

G = Ucew{aC n 8}, 
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where for each cluster D, aD is the external boundary of D, i.e., aD is the set of 

vacant sites which are adjacent to some site of D. 

Proof of the theorem: We will prove 

by modifying the proof of [GGR]. We have that 

1 
= -18IEpLJTIIJ) 

le8 

1 
::; TSiEplHI (2.2) 
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where Ep is the expectation with respect to Pp, T/ is the shift by 1 operator, fA is 

the indicate function of an event A and IHI is the cardinality of H. We want to 

show that 
. 1 
J~~ jSjEplHI = O. 

From the definition of G and H, We have that 

On the other hand, 

so 

IHI ::; (L: lac n 81) - IGI· 
Gew 

Pp(x E F I x E F U G) = p, if x ¢ BB n 8 

= 1 - p EplFl + 0(181) 
p 

= 1 - p Ep( L: IC n 81) + 0(181) 
P GeW 

which together with (2.3) implies that 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

1 1 1- P 
1SfEpIHI ::; 1SfEp G~V (laC n 81- -p-IC n 81) + 0(1). (2.5) 

Let 

W' = {C E W: h(C) ~ €lcn81}, 

where € > 0, C = C U ac and 

1-p 
h(C) = lac n 81- -IC n 81. 

p 

We write the RHS of (2.5) as 



+ ~E ( E h(C)) 
lSI p CeW', IOnSI~ko 

+ ~E ( E h(C)) 
S P cew', IOnSI<ko 

where ko is a positive integer. It is easy to see that 

and 

~E ( E h(C)) 
lSI P cew', IOnsl~ko 

$ _1 E ( E IBC n SI) 
lSI P cel1", IOnSI~ko 

< 2d E ( E IC n SII) 
lSI P ceW', IOnsl~ko 
2d ""' --< -lSI L..J Pp(C(x) E W, h(C(x)) > tIC(x) n SI and IC(x) n SI 2:: ko) 

Xes! 
2d 00 

< - E E e-Olk 

lSI XeS! k=ko 

< !vI e-ako , 
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(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

which tends to zero as ko -> 00, where M and a are positive constants, the second 

to last inequality is due to a large deviation estimate which we refer the reader to 

[Lemma 3.1, AKN] or [equation (6), GGR]. Finally we turn to estimate the last term 

in (2.6). 

~E ( E h(C)) 
lSI p ceW', IOnSI<ko 

2d ""' -< -lSI L..J Pp(C(x) ~ BB, IC(:c) n SI < ko)· 
XeS! 

(2.9) 
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In order to show the RHS of (2.9) tends to zero as n - 00, it is sufficient to show 

that 

Pp(C(x) ~ BE, /C(x) n 8/ < ko) - 0 (2.10) 

uniformly on [-(n - Jii"), n - VnJd-l X [0,1] as n - 00, which will follow if we can 

show 

Pp(C(x) is infinite and /C(x) n (Zd-l X {O})/ < ko) = 0, (2.11) 

for any x in Zd-l X [0,1]. Suppose the probability in (2.11) were positive, then by 

changing the status of finitely many sites (as in the proof of the lemma), we have 

that 

p = Pp(there exists an infinite occupied cluster in Zd-l X Z+ 

which does not intersect Zd-l X {O}) > O. (2.12) 

By symmetry we also have 

p = Pp( there exists an infinite occupied cluster in Zd-l X {-I, -2, ... } 

which does not intersect Zd-l X {-I}) > O. 

So 

Pp(there exist at least two distinct infinite occupied clusters in Zd) 

(2.13) 

which is a contradiction to the theorem of [AKN] on uniqueness of the infinite 

cluster for percolation on Zd. This proves the RHS of (2.9) tends to zero as n _ 00. 

Combining this with (2.5)-(2.8), we have that 

. 1 
J~~ TSiEp/H/ = O. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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Chapter 3 

Markov Fields on Branching Planes 

3.1 Introduction 

The simplest examples of Markov random fields with finite state spaces are ±I 

valued nearest neighbor Ising models {sx} indexed by the sites x of some lattice L 

with a multidimensional graph structure. These have been extensively studied both 

for ordinary d-dimensional lattices such as za [D2, LRJ and for regular trees T kl 

where every site has exactly k + 1 neighbors [Prj. (We will generally write T rather 

than T k below.) Trees are sometimes regarded as infinite dimensional because the 

volume of the "ball" of radius R grows exponentially in R. For both types of lattices, 

phase transitions occur providing d ;::: 2 [P, Gr, DIJ or k ;::: 2 [KT, Prj; i.e., there 

is nonuniqueness of the Gibbs states corresponding to a fixed family of conditional 

probabilities. However, trees and ordinary d-dimensional lattices exhibit different 

types of nonuniqueness, as we now explain. 

For ferromagnetic (Le., positively dependent) Ising models, it is convenient to 

focus on the translation invariant Gibbs states v+, v- and vI obtained as the limit 

of finite volume systems {sx : x E A c L} as A -) L with respectively plus, minus 
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and free boundary conditions. The Gibbs state is unique if and only if the states 

v+ and v- (which are necessarily extremal) are identical [LM, R]. In the models 

we consider there is no term in the Hamiltonian (which defines the conditional 

probabilities) to break the {sx} ~ {-sx} symmetry. Thus, v+ is transformed to 

v- , and vi is unchanged by this symmetry operation; furthermore, v+ :1= v- if and 

only if M == (sx)+ > 0 where ( . ). denotes expectation with respect to the measure 

v* (* is + or - or I). If v+ :1= v- and vi is a mixture of v+ and v-, it must be the 

symmetric mixture ~(v+ + v-), as seems to be the case for Zd_at least, it has been 

proved for d = 2 [MM] and for d> 2 at all low temperatures [GM], and at all but 

count ably many temperatures [L]. However, this decomposition of vi is definitely 

not valid on the tree. To see this, consider the decay as x and y separate of (SXsy) I' 

the vi-covariance of Sx and Sy. In the language of [Pr, S], vi defines a Markov 

chain on T which in particular is an ordinary Markov chain along any linear path 

within T. Thus (sxsY)1 = rOT(X,y) where 0 < r < 1 and 8T is the natural distance 

in T (the number of bonds on the unique linear path connecting x and V). Since 

(sxSy) I ~ 0 as 8T(x, y) ~ 00, it follows that vi is not a mixture of v+ and v-, when 

nonuniqueness occurs, since (sxSy)± ?: 1112 > 0 for all x, y. 

In this paper, motivated by the work of [GNJ, we consider Ising models (and 

the related Potts models with q states) on a lattice L which is a branching plane 

intermediate between Zd and T. L is the product T x Z, with two types of bonds, 

T-bonds between sites x = (t,z) and x' = (t',z) with 8T (t,t') = 1 and Z-bonds 

between sites x = (t, z) and x' = (t, z,) with Iz - z'l = 1. The distance 8(x, x') 

between x = (t,z) and x' = (t',z') is defined as 8T (t,t') + Iz - z'l. It is natural 

to have two coupling parameters (into which the temperature has already been 
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absorbed) in the Hamiltonian, .It for T-bonds and .Iz for Z-bonds, both assumed to 

be positive so that the model is ferromagnetic. T x Z may be regarded both as a 

branching plane and as a stack of trees. Although it is infinite dimensional in the 

same sense as the tree) the existence of loops in its graphical structure means that 

Ising models on T x Z do not have simple embedded Markov chains. 

A natural question to ask concerning Ising models on such a branching plane is 

whether they are tree-like or plane-like in their phase transition behavior. Such a 

question for independent percolation on T x Z was studied by Grimmett and Newman 

[GN] who discovered that as the parameters are varied both types of behavior occur. 

In the percolation context, plane-like behavior means a unique infinite cluster and 

tree-like behavior means infinitely many distinct infinite clusters. (Closely related 

results concerning the contact process on a tree have since been obtained in [Pe].) 

It is known that there are strong analogies between nonuniqueness of infinite 

clusters in percolation and the occurrence of translation invariant Gibbs states for 

Ising ferromagnets which are not mixtures of v+ and v- [AKN]. Thus the results of 

[GN] suggest that also for Ising models on T x Z there should occur both tree-like 

and plane-like behavior. The main results of this paper substantiate this suggestion. 

We prove for any k ~ 2 that: 

• for small .It and .Iz , v+ = v- (and so t.here is a unique Gibbs state); 

• for intermediate values of .It and .Iz , M > 0 (so v+ 1= v-) and (SXSy) I -7 0 

as 8(x,y) -7 00 (so vi 1= Hv+ + v-)); the extent of this intermediate region 

depends on k but always has a non empty interior; 
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• for Jz > 0 and large Jt , M > 0 and vi = !(v+ + v-). 

In Section 2 of the paper we present more detailed versions of our results, valid 

for Potts as well as Ising models. (However the intermediate region for q-state Potts 

models with q ~ 3 has been proved nonempty only for sufficiently large k, depending 

on q.) The methods, which can be applied also to lattices such as T x Z (see [GN]), 

are based primarily on the independent percolation model results of [GN]. These 

results are carried over to Ising and Potts models by use of the Fortuin-Kasteleyn 

representation of Ising and Potts models as dependent percolation models [FK] and 

Fortuin's comparison inequalities relating these dependent percolation models to 

independent ones [F, ACCN]. However, in order to show that vi = ~(v+ + v-) in 

some parameter region, the result of [GN] that the infinite cluster for independent 

percolation is unique in a corresponding parameter region was not sufficient. This 

led us to investigate the independent percolation model again and verify a "finite 

island" property stronger than uniqueness of the infinite cluster (see Lemma 3.12 

and preceding discussion below). 

3.2 Statement of Main Results 

3.2.1 Ising and Potts Models 

The ferromagnetic Ising model on the lattice L = T x Z is described by the "spin" 

random variables {sx}xEL' Each Sx takes on the values ±l. The interaction between 

the spins is described by the Hamiltonian 

1 
H = -2" L: Jx,y(sxSy - 1) 

(x,y) 
(3.1) 
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in which the sum is over nearest neighbor bonds (x, y). The couplings {Jx,y} are 

nonnegative (ferromagnetic) and may take different value on the T-bonds and the 

Z-bonds. I.e., 

J _ {Jt , if (x,y) is a T~bond 
x,y - Jz, if (x, y) is a Z-bond (3.2) 

where Jt ~ 0 and Jz ~ O. We will assume that Jt > 0 and Jz > 0 unless stated 

otherwise. Such a Hamiltonian is translation invariant (i.e., with respect to all 

lattice translations). 

Potts models are a generalization of Ising models where each spin variable can 

take on one of q distinct values. The basic feature of the interaction is that the 

energy between any fixed nearest neighbor pair of spins depends only on whether or 

not the spin values agree. When the interaction always favors agreement, the model 

is said to be ferromagnetic. 

Two convenient representations for the spin variables are as taking values in the 

set {I, 2, ... , q}, or as uni t vectors {el, e2, ... , eq } pointing to the vertices of a fixed 

(q - 1 )-dimensional "tetrahedron". We will use the latter representation and use 

ax E Rq-l to describe the state of a spin. For q = 2, the values 1 and 2 or el and 

e2 correspond respectively to the values +1 and -1 for the usual Ising variables, Sx' 

The inner product of any two such vectors assumes only two values and satisfies 

where 

{) {I, if ax = a y 
CTz,"u = 0, otherwise. 



A Potts model is described therefore by a Hamiltonian 

with 

H = - E Jx,y(bu",,(fll - 1) 
(x,y) 

= - E ix,y(ax . tTlI - 1) 
(X,II) 

- q-1 
Jx y = (--)Jx y' , q , 

The case q = 2 coincides with the previously defined Ising model. 
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(3.3) 

We denote by vf... the finite volume free b.c. Gibbs state whose configuration 

probabilities are proportional to exp( -H) with the sum in (3.3) restricted to x, yEA 

, where A is a finite subset of L. vi denotes the finite volume "i" (i = 1,2, ... ,q) 

b.c. Gibbs state in which only x is restricted to A while all is set to ei for each y 

in Ac, the complement of A. The free and "i" states all have limits v· as A --- L, 

where * = j, 1,2, ... , q [ACCNJ. The expectation w.r.t. v· is denoted by ( . ) •. The 

infinite volume quantities of primary interest to us are the magnetization 

(this quantity, which does not depend on x, is just (sx)+ for q = 2) and the two-point 

function with * boundary conditions, 

(which is just (SXSy). for q = 2). 

Let 
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and 

We shall use r and A instead of Jt and Jz as the parameters which describe the 

interaction between two spins. The reader should keep in mind that the measure v· 

and quantities like M and (O"x' O"y) .. depend on the parameters q, rand A. However, 

we will write, for example, M as .A1q,T,>. only when we think it is necessary. Some 

of the main results in this paper are about the Gibbs states v·. We state them as 

several propositions. 

In these propositions, there is a quantity ¢( T', >. ) defined as follows (see Section 2 

of [GNJ for more details). Consider independent nearest neighbor bond percolation 

on Z2 in which horizontal bonds are open with probability r and vertical ones 

with probability A . Then ¢( r, A) is the inverse correlation length in the horizontal 

direction. Two inequalities for ¢ [GN] are the trivial one 

exp(-¢(r, A)) ~ r 

and the less trivial, but still elementary one 

Proposition 3.1: If 

(1 - r)(l - A)2 
exp(-¢(r,>.)) ~ 1- (1- A(l- r))2 

rk(l + A + )2>.(1 + >.)) < 1 - >., 

then M = 0 and consequently the Gibbs state is unique. 

Proposition 3.2: If 

ke-¢(T',>") > 1, 

(3.4) 

(3.5} 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 



where 
r >. 

r' = and >.' = , 
T+(1-r)q >'+(1->.)q 

then M > 0 (and hence there is more than one Gibbs state). 

Proposition 3.3: If 

rv'k(l + >. + -/2>'(1 + >.)) < 1 - >., 

then (O'x' O'y}f -; 0 as 8(x, y) -; 00. Consequently, if also M > 0, then 

Proposition 3.4: If 

where r' and >.' are given by (3.8), then 

PrGposition 3.5: If>. > 0 and r is close to 1, then (M > 0 and) 

1 
v f = _(VI + ... + v q ). 

q 
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(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Before we introduce the Fortuin,Kasteleyn random cluster models, we make sev-

eral remarks about the above propositions. 
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1. Proposition 3.1 provides a lower bound 1:d'x) for the curve between regions I 

and II of Figure 5 with the endpoint properties 

1 
1:dO) = k' idO) = -00, 

1:dl) = 0 and iL(I) = - 4
1
k. (3.13) 

where f('x) denotes the derivative of T('x). 

2. Proposition 3.2 provides an upper bound fd'x) for the curve between regions 

I and II. The quality of this upper estimate depends on how accurate of a 

bound is used for </J( T', At). The trivial bound (3.4) yields the result (also 

easily obtained by other methods) that T' > t (or equivalently T > ~) 

implies M > o. The improved bound (3.5) for </J(T',At) can be shown to give 

a fL('x) with 

fdO) = k + ~ _ 1 ' 
.!. -2(k-l) 
TL(O) = (k+q-l)2' 

. fk 
fdl) = 0 and fdl) = ._q2(V~ -1). (3.14) 

3. Note that (3.9) differs from (3.6) only in the replacement of k by -/k. Propo

sition 3.3 provides a lower bound 1:u(A) for the curve between regions II and 

III of Figure 5 with 

1 
:r:u(0) = -/k' iu(O) = -00, 

1:u(1) = 0 and iu(l) = - 4~. (3.15) 

For any given q ~ 1, when k is sufficiently large (depending on q ) 

fL(O) < :r:u(O) and iu(l) < h(l) < 0 (3.16) 
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and hence the lower curve is really below the upper curve for sufficiently large 

k. Note that for k = 2 (the smallest relevant value of k), the first inequality 

of (3.16) is valid only for q < (v'2 - 1 )-1 ~ 2.41; this includes the Ising model 

case where q = 2. 

4. (3.11) differs from (3.7) only in the replacement of k by Vk. Proposition 3.4 

provides an upper bound 7'u(>') for the curve between regions II and III of 

Figure 5 satisfying 

'f (0)- q if (0)- -2(Vk-1) 
1] - Vk+q-1' u - (Vk+q-1)2' 

. 17k) 1'u(l) = 0 and 1'u(1) = -q2(~7k=1-1 . 

5. Proposition 3.5 states that 

1 
vi = _(VI + ... + vq ). 

q 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

when T and>' are in the region IV of Figure 5. We remark that it is natural 

to conjecture that the region IV should extend all the way down to region II; 

i.e., (3.18) should be also true in region III; however this has not been proved. 

3.2.2 Fortuin-Kasteleyn Random Cluster Models 

Propositions 3.1-3.5 will be proved together with analogous results about the Fortuin

Kasteleyn (FK) random cluster models [KF, FK, Fl. The FK models are dependent 

percolation models which are closely related to the Potts/Ising models introduced in 

the previous section but are defined with a real positive parameter q, not necessarily 

an integer. The FK random cluster models are described by probability measures 
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on the configurations of bond occupation variables, n = {nb}, which take the value 

I-meaning the bond b = (x, y) is open, or O-meaning b is closed. For a finite A 

, the free b.c. measure J-l~ = J-l~''T,)..,A (restricted to bonds with x, y both in A ) has 

bond-configuration probabilities proportional to 

(3.19) 

where C(n) denotes the number of distinct clusters, IAlz the number of Z-bonds of 

A, IAIT the number of T-bonds of A , OT(n) the number of open T-bonds of A and 

Oz(n) the number of open Z-bonds of A . 

For q = 1, this if:; just an independent bond percolation model; for q = 2,3, ... , 

one has, for 9 any function of the spin variables in A , the identity 

(g(a))J,A = E J-l~(n)E~(g(a)) (3.20) 
n 

where for each configuration n of bond variables, E!( -) is a very simple average 

over the spins a-the spins constrained to be constant on each cluster with the 

values for different clusters being independent and symmetric (i.e., with all q values 

equally likely). A special case of (3.20) is 

(3.21 ) 

where x ~ y denotes the event consisting of those bond configurations in which x 

and y belong to the same cluster. The analogue of the Gibbs state vA' * = 1,2, ... , q, 

of the Potts/Ising model is the "wired" b.c. measure J-l'f. (for nearest neighbor bonds 

with x in A and any y) in which C(n) is determined by regarding all the sites in Ac, 

as well as those sites in A which are connected to Ac by an open path, as connected. 
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The wired version of (3.20) is 

(g(a))*.A = LPX'(n)E~(g(a)), * = 1,2, ... ,q, (3.22) 
n 

where E~( -) is defined similarly to Et(-) but with ax set to e* for every x in Ac 

or connected by an open path to A c. 

For q ~ 1, infinite volume measures pI and pw exist [F, ACCN]. Again, p* (* = f 

or w) depends on q, rand ..\ . We will write Il* as p* ,only when necessary. pI and q,T,A 

pw are equal for q = 1; in this case we will write them as P, the Bernoulli product 

measure. For q = 2,3, ... , the following identities are valid: 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

where x -- 00 (x f. 00) means that the cluster of x is infinite (finite). (For further 

discussion of these identities, see [ACCN] and [IN].) 

We state our results about Fortuin-Kasteleyn random cluster models as several 

propositions. First define 

0L*(q,r,..\) = p* ,(0 -- 00). q,T,.I\ (3.26) 

In all the following propositions, q is assumed to be real and ~ 1 and * can be either 

for w. 
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Proposition 3.6: If (3.6) is satisfied, then 0iJq, 1",).) = 0, so there is a.s. no 

infinite open cluster in L with respect to (w.r.t.) p* \. 
q,T,A 

Proposition 3.7: If (3.7) is satisfied, then 0i.. (q, T,).) > 0, so there is a.s. an 

infinite open duster in L w.r.t. p* \. q,T,1\ 

Proposition 3.8: If (3.9) is satisfied and 0i..(q,T,).) > 0, then there are a.s. in

finitely many infinite open clusters in L w.r.t. p* \. q,T,/\ 

Remark. The proofs of these propositions given below also show that when (3.9) 

is satisfied, one has 

p*(x +-; y) --+ 0 as 8(x, y) --+ 00 

but when (3.11) is satisfied, one has 

p*(x +-; y) 2:: f> 0 for all x and y. 

Proposition 3.9: If). > 0 and T is close to 1, then there exists a.s. a unique 

infinite open cluster in L w. r. t. f.l* \ . q,T,?t. 

3.3 Proofs of the Results 

The identities (3.23)-(3.25) allow one to rewrite Propositions 3.1-3.4 as statements 

about FK random cluster models. Our strategy will then be to prove these state-

ments as well as Propositions 3.6-3.8 by comparison to independent percolation 

where the analogous results were proved in [GN). Propositions 3.5 and 3.9 will re

quire us to obtain some new results for the independent percolation case before 

appealing to a comparison argument for FK models (see Lemma 3.12). We first 
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present the following lemma which is a consequence of Harris's original version [HaJ 

of the FKG inequalities. It is also a special case of Fortuin's comparison inequalities 

between J.l; and J.l;, [F, ACCNJ. We will use the notation :5 (1:) for less (greater) 

than or equal to in the FK G sense. 

Lemma 3.10: Forq ~ 1, let J.l" ,be a free or wired b.c. measure of the FJ( random q,Tt ", 

cluster model in L and let PT ,'\ be the corresponding independent percolation measure 

(Jor q = 1). Then 

and 

where T' and ).., are given by {3.8}. 

Proof of Propositions 3.1 and 3.6: \Ve first prove Proposition 3.6. By 

Lemma 3.10, 

BL(q,T,)..) = J.l~'T)Of-too) 

:::; PT,,\(O f-t 00). 

From Proposition 1 of [GNJ, the RHS vanishes whenever (3.6) holds. So there is 

a.s. no infinite open cluster in L. This proves Proposition 3.6. Proposition 3.1 then 

follows because Mq,T,'\ = BL'( q, T,)..) (see Theorem 2.4(b) of [ACCNj). 0 

Before proceeding with the proof of Propositions 3.2 and 3.7, we introduce the 

following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.11: Suppose q ~ 1 and * = f or w, then 

It- (there exists an infinite cluster) = 0 or 1. 

Proof: We will only prove the case of * = w. The proof is similar for * = f. 

Let A denote the event that there exists an infinite cluster, and let 

Suppose that 0 < Q < 1. Then we could decompose J.Lw as 

where 

and 

W(B) _ J.Lw(B n Ac) 
J.L 2 - J.Lw(Ac) . 

By the FKG inequality property of J.L w, 

on the other hand, J.Lw, as a Gibbs state, is the maximal one (see, for example, 

Theorem A.2 of [ACCN]), so 

and hence 
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which implies that 0' = 1, a contradiction. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 

Proof of Propositions 3.2 and 3.7: We first prove Proposition 3.7. Again by 

Lemma 3.10, 

(}t(q, T, >.) = 1l;,r,>.(O ~ 00) 

~ Pr',>.,(O ~ 00). (3.27) 

From Proposition 2 of [GN], the RHS of (3.27) is positive when (3.7) holds. Hence 

by Lemma 3.11 there is a.s. an infinite open cluster in L. Proposition 3.2 follows 

from the above and (3.23). 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.8: By Lemma 3.11 and the assumption of the propo-

sition, we have that 

Il* \ (there exists an infinite cluster) = 1. q,1",1\ (3.28) 

So to prove the proposition, it is sufficient to show that when (3.9) holds, 

Il* \ (there are exactly i infinite clusters) = 0, q,T,/\ (3.29) 

for any positive integer i. Now it follows from (3.28) and the Z-translation invariance 

of Il* that 

Il* (there is a Z-line in L which has infinitely many points q,T,>. 

touching an infinite cluster) = 1. (3.30) 

Denote the event in (3.30) by A and the one in (3.29) by I; then 

Il* (1) = Il* (1 n A) q,T,'\ q,T,'\ 
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~ f-L* ,(there is a Z-line in L which touches 
q.'T," 

a single infinite cluster infinitely often) 

~ PT,,\(there is a Z-line in L which touches 

a single infinite cluster infinitely often). (3.31) 

By Lemma 3 and Proposition 4 of [GN), the last probability in (3.31 ) vanishes when 

(3.9) holds. This completes the proof. 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.3: By (3.24) and Lemma 3.10, 

vJ(ux ' uy) - (ux ' uy)J 

= f-L~'T''\(X - y) 

~ Pr,,\(x - y). (3.32) 

By Lemma 3 of [GN), the last probability in (3.32) tends to zero as 8(x, y) -+ 00 

whenever (3.9) holds. Now we turn to the proof of (3.10). By (3.25) and the FKG 

inequalities, we have for i = 1,2, ... ,q, 

= f-Lw(x - y, but x f+ 00 and y f+ 00) 

:::: M2 > O. 

This together with the just proved fact that vJ(ux ' uy) -+ 0 as 8(x,y) -+ 00 yields 

(3.10). 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.4: By (3.24) and Lemma 3.10 
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(3.33) 

By Proposition 5 of [GN], there exists a.s. a unique infinite cluster for the indepen

dent percolation model with parameters 7
' 

and,.\' whenever (3.11) holds. So by the 

Harris (FKG) inequalities [Ha], 

P'T',>Ax ~ y) > P'T',).,(x ~ 00 and y ~ 00) 

> (P'T',).,(x ~ 00))2> O. 

The proposition follows by combining (3.33 ) and (3.34 ). 0 

(3.34 ) 

Before proceeding to the proofs of Propositions 3.5 and 3.9, we introduce the 

notion of a "finite island" property. We say a bond percolation model has the finite 

island property if the removal of all sites in all infinite open bond clusters leaves 

only finite site components. More precisely, if we color each site which belongs to 

any infinite open bond cluster red and color all the others white, we can define I(x), 

the (white) site component containing x by 

I(x) = {y E L : y is connected to x by a path of white sites}. (3.35) 

I(x) is empty if x is red; otherwise I(x) includes x. The model is said to have the 

finite island property if for each site x in L, I(x) is finite. 

Lemma 3.12: For independent percolation on L or for the FJ( random cluster 

model on L with q ~ 1, if 7 is close to 1, then the model satisfies the finite island 

property almost surely. 

The proof of this lemma will use the following fact. For any site x = (i, z) in L, 

there are k + 1 bonds on the tree T x {z} == {( i' , z) : i' E T} passing through x. 
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Each bond leads to a "one-sided" tree we call a branch of x. The original T may 

be thought of as composed of k + 1 such branches joined together by the site t and 

k + 1 bonds. Let 8 be any finite subset of sites in L. For any x = (t, z) E 8, we call 

x a boundary point of 8 if x has a branch in T x {z} which contains no point in 

8, and otherwise call x an interior point of 8. Denote by 8(8) the set of boundary 

points of 8 and by i(8) the set of interior points of 8. (Note: this is different than 

the usual definition of boundary.) 

Lemma 3.13: For any finite subset of sites 8 C L, 18(8)1> li(8)1. 

Proof: If 181 = 1, the only point of S is a boundary point and there is no interior 

point, so the lemma is true. Assume that the lemma is true for lSI:::; m. When 

lSI = m + 1, it is clear that S has at least one boundary point, say x. Consider the 

two sets 8( S - {x}) and 8( S). It is not hard to see that 

8(8) - 8(S - {x}) = {x} 

and 

18(S - {x}) - 8(S)1 = ° or 1. 

If 

18(8 - {x}) - 8(S)1 = 0, 

then 

8(S) = 8(8 - {x}) u {x} and i(S) = i(8 - {x}), 

so 

18(8)1 = 18(S-{x})1+1 

> li(8 - {x})1 + 1 = li(S)1 + 1. (3.36) 
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If 

18(S - {x}) - 8(S)1 = 1, 

define y by {y} = 8(S - {x}) - 8(S); then 

8(S) = 8(S - {x,y}) U {x} 

and 

i(S) = i(S - {x,y}) U {y}, 

so 

18(S)1 = 18(S-{x,Y})I+l 

> li(S - {x, Y})1 + 1 = li(S)I· (3.37) 

The lemma is proved by combining the two cases (3.36) and (3.37). 0 

Proof of Lemma 3.12: We first prove the independent case. The FK model 

result then easily follows by Lemma 3.10. In order that 

P(w: II(x)1 < 00 for each x E L) = 1, 

it is sufficient that EII(o)1 < 00, where E(.) is the expectation w.r.t. P and 1(0) is 

the white component of the origin. 

Ell(o)1 = E P(there is a self-avoiding path {Xi: i = 0,1, ... , n, 
VEL 

with Xo = o(the origin), Xn = y} such that Xi ft 00 in L for each i) 
00 

~ E EP(n~o{Xi ft ooinL}), (3.38) 
n=O 

where the inner sum of the last expression in (3.38) is over self-avoiding paths 

S = {Xi: i = 0,1, ... , n} with Xo being the origin. Now we will estimate the 
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probability in (3.38). By Lemma 3.13, one has that 

18(8)I>n~l. 

For each Xi E 8(8), there is a branch of Xi which contains no point of 8, which we 

denote Bx;. (If Xo rt 8(8), we define Bxo to be some fixed branch of xo.) Then the 

events {Xi 1-+ 00 in BxJ, for Xi E 8( 8) are independent. So 

p(ni:o{Xi 1-+ 00 in l}) < p(nx;E8(S){Xi 1-+ 00 in l}) 

< p(nx;E8(S){Xj 1-+ 00 in BxJ) 

< (P{xo 1-+ 00 in Bxo})~ 

= (V1](r))n+1 (3.39) 

where 

Denote by N(n) the number of self-avoiding paths on l of length n starting from 

the origin, then we have 

N(n) ::; (k + 3)(k + 2)n-t. 

From (3.38)-(3.40) we have 

EII(o)l::; fJk + 3)(k + 2)n-t( V1](r))n+1. 
n=O 

Since 1](r) ---t 0 as r ---t 1, we can take r sufficiently close to 1 so that 

1 
1](r) < (k + 2)2' 

and hence EII(o)1 < 00. This completes the proof. 0 

(3.40) 
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Proof of Proposition 3.9: Let 

A = {there exists an unique infinite open cluster in L}. 

Note that A itself is not an increasing event but 

A = An {w : II(x)1 < 00 for each x E L} 

is increasing. Thus by Lemma 3.10, it suffices to prove PT',).,(A) = 1 for ).1 > ° and 

r' close to 1. This follows from Proposition 5 of [GN] and Lemma 3.12. 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.5: The proof is based on an analysis of clusters in the 

FK model. Given an FK (bond) configuration, corresponding site configurations are 

generated by assigning spin values independently and symmetrically to each (bond) 

clusterj i.e., by assigning with probability ~ all sites in the same (bond) cluster one 

of the q spin values. By Proposition 3.9 and Lemma 3.12, when>. > 0 and r is 

close to 1, the FK model satisfies the finite island property and the infinite open 

(bond) cluster is unique. So there is only one infinite site cluster with like spin 

values which "traps" Lj i.e., the complement of this infinite site cluster contains 

only finite connected components. 

Let Aj be the event that the infinite trapping site cluster has spin value i, i = 

1,2, ... , q. Clearly the Ai's are disjoint and vl(A j ) = 1 for each i. So we can q 

decompose vI as 

vl(B) = vl(AJ n B) + ... + vl(Aq n B) 

= ~(I(AJnB) + ... + vl(AqnB)) 
q vf(AJ) vf(Aq) . 

(3.41) 



It is not hard to see that 
vf(Ai n B) 

vf(Ai) 
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is a Gibbs state, and is equal to vi(B) by a variant of Lemma 1 of [Ru] (see also 

Lemma 1 and Proposition 4 of [A]). This completes the proof. 0 
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Appendix: Figures 



9(p) 

(1,1) 

1 p 

Figure 1: It is believed that the percolation probability behaves roughly 

as indicated. It is known that the percolation probability is a continuous 

function ofp except possibly at the critical probability. The possibility 

of a jump discontinuity at the critical probability has not been ruled out 

for all d. 
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I(p) 

o~-------------- (1,1) 

p 

Figure 2: I(p) is believed to be zero at the critical probability, this is 

equivalent to the continuity of the percolation probability at the same point. 
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the origin 

Figure 3: A tree with degree = 3. 



(1,1) 

Figure 4: The multiple phase transition diagram, where N is the number 

of infinite clusters. 
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1 (1,1) 

IV 

1 

Figure 5: A Schematic multiple phase transition diagram. In region I, the 

Gibbs state is unique (for the FK model, there is no infinite cluster). In 

region II, there is tree-like nonuniqueness (for the FK model, there are 

infinitely many info clusters) and in reg. III and IV plane-like nonuniq. In 

region IV, the free b. C. Gibbs state has been proved to be a mixture of the 

plus and minus b. C. ones (for the FK model, the infinite cluster is unique 

and satisfies the finite island property). 
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